
Label Design and Review
- design - content - style - development - improvement 
- remediation

Ingredient Safety
- ingredient safety evaluation prior market - formula evaluation
and recommendations.

Product Development
- This is one of our specialties.  After managing multiple projects
from concept development to consumer hands in cosmetics and
highly regulated industry, our team of experts in every aspect of
the product can make it happen.
- concept/idea definition - branding - ingredients and packaging
sourcing - label development - lab and contract manufacturing
identification support -  project management - submissions - and
more.

Cosmetic to OTC Switch
- We have strong expertise working with multi- product and
cosmetic contract manufacturers providing initial assessments,
advice and support transitioning from cosmetics to OTC.  
From policies and GMP/QMS systems and documentation
development, to cleaning and process validations, to FDA
documentation submission. 

Compliance - QMS - Development
MCco.

COSMETIC INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS

M C & C O
S T R A T E G I C  S O L U T I O N S

ABOUT US
MC Strategic Solutions is a women
owned small consulting company
who helps business find success
with the emerging industry needs.
Whether you require 1-1
consultation on strategy,
manufacturing, compliance,
training or development, MC
Consulting & Co. can help.

maribel@maribelcolon.com | maribelcolon.com | T. 1.312.982.6858

With over 15 years of experience in
our team, we have helped multiple
fortune 500 organizations to small
startup companies in developing new
products, scale-up, auditing, training,
expansions, technology transfer,
regulatory remediation, cGxP
implementation, and ISO readiness.
 
We built our team with experienced
professionals specialized in a specific
discipline so we can offer you a one
stop customized strategic solutions.
 
From product development, evaluation
and sourcing of materials and
packaging, assessment of suppliers,
internal auditing, QMS and GMP
systems development or
improvement, to OTC readiness, FDA
remediation, or voluntary registration
of facilities, labeling and marketing
claims, our consultants are ready to
support your company to pursue and
maintain FDA compliance.
Contact us today for a complimentary
brief evaluation of your systems and
needs.
 
 

What we can do for you?

Claims Review
Remember that claims in your product will define the intended
use and is what FDA will evaluate to determine if your product is
a cosmetic or a drug.
We review all your products claims (for structure function and
other type of claims) including: 
- labels - website - social media - promotional material 

Training and Development
- from seminars - specialized training - mentoring - coaching to
strategic teams in compliance and leadership development.
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